
The DeSite SLG-78/SLG-108 Vibratory 
Soil/Rock Rental Screens are Simple, 

Efficient and 
Profitable       

 
 
As our nation’s infrastructure ages, compact excavation equipment will be playing a bigger role in the 
repair and replacement of our utility systems. As we dig up streets, yards and driveways doing utility 
repairs, contractors accumulate soil and rock that must be dealt with. 

                 

 



 
As local governments draft new legislation dealing with the disposal of excavation materials, contactors 
are searching for new and cost effective alternatives. OMH Innovations saw the growing need for a 
compact and cost effective vibratory screener working in confined spaces both onsite and back the 
contractor’s yard.  
In many cases local governments prohibit volume storage of excavation waste in contractor’s yards, 
but   allow storage of screened soil and rock products. As contractors haul waste material back to their 
yards to save on dump fees they are now wanting to screen waste into useable products to stay within the 
law. 
 

       
 
Conventional screeners are big and bulky taking up too much yard space.  Having a big screener in a yard 
can also create permitting issues for the contractor. Self-propelled track mount screeners are more 
compact but are very expensive to own and transport.  DeSite SLG series vibratory rock and soil 
screening machines are providing the desired solution to contactors wanting to screen both onsite and 
back at the yard.  
 
Most contactors do not screen and recycle everyday so compact rental screeners are a cost effective 
solution for dealing with waste, saving them both time and money. 
 

          
 
 
 
 



Why Have Our SLG Series Screeners for Rent 
Opportunity 
 There are literally thousands of small and medium sized excavation contactors across the nation 

looking at ways to reduce costs associated with excavation waste material. 
 Soil and rock product prices are going up so the need to screen and recycle soil from the rock and 

rock from soil is growing. 
 SLG screeners give contractors the ability recycle material in areas that are confined where no 

other screener can be positioned. 
Money 
 Rental/Dealers receive a 20% discount on all SLG products.  
 DeSite SLG series screeners are superior in design, using gravity and vibration for its kinetic 

energy so operating costs are lower. 
 SLG screeners offer a dealer cost that is less than half of other screen manufactures.  
 SLG screeners have the best return on investment for a portable vibratory screening machine. 
 Customers often will convert a long term rental into a sale. This allows rental houses to keep new 

models available in their rental fleet. 
 Market research shows that the most common rental period is from 3 days to 1 week. Contractors 

keeping SLG machine longer than one month usually convert the rental to a sale. 
Maintenance 
 The DeSite SLG screener design is simple, efficient and operator friendly. 
 DeSite SLG screeners have no engine for the customer to service. Our screeners operate on 110 

volt power using less that 15 amps so a small 3000 watt generator or land power with a 20amp 
breaker runs the vibratory system. 

 The SLG-108RB has only 4 grease points, while the SLG-78 has no greasable points. This keeps 
maintenance cost to a bare minimum. 

 Our SLG portable screener design has no wheels, brakes, or lights to maintain so customer 
damage is minimal. 

 SLG screeners bolt together design allows the rental house to replace a customer damaged part. 
This saves the customer money and keeps the relationship in good standing.   

 
 
 

                



 
 

                
 
DeSite SLG Series Portable Vibratory Screeners can provide economical recycling solutions for your 
customers. We hope that your company will seize this opportunity to add our portable recycling machines 
to your rental fleet.  
 
 
We look forward to your reply 
Regards, 
 
 
Brad Hilmoe 
OMH Innovations USA Inc. 
omhproscreen.com 
877-254-7903   
 


